The company has a global footprint, with an extensive and continuously growing presence overseas. This ensures that Global Guardian can provide its clients with timely, high-quality security and emergency response services when needed.

Global Guardian’s management team is comprised of former military Special Operations and federal law enforcement personnel, all of whom have extensive experience in international security operations. Headquartered near Washington, D.C., Global Guardian maintains a state-of-the-art 24-hour Operations Center staffed by highly trained security dispatchers and intelligence analysts who support Global Guardian clients around the world.

Global Guardian services a wide range of clients, including individuals, families, and companies. Global Guardian’s corporate clients represent a diverse range of industries, including energy, technology, law, financial services, entertainment and media, manufacturing, retail, consumer products, non-profits, and educational institutions.

Global Guardian is a provider of world-class security solutions, custom-tailored to the individual needs of its global client base. The company offers an integrated suite of best-in-class security services that help clients identify and mitigate the risks of traveling and doing business both overseas and domestically.

Global Guardian offers a full range of security services both domestically and overseas. These services include personnel tracking, emergency response, security and transportation support, intelligence and due diligence medical support and transportation, emergency and custom aviation, cyber security, and video surveillance monitoring. Global Guardian seamlessly integrates as many of these capabilities as needed and delivers them 24 hours a day under the close guidance of its Operations Center.

The company has a global footprint, with an extensive and continuously growing presence overseas. This ensures that Global Guardian can provide its clients with timely, high-quality security and emergency response services when needed.
Global Guardian offers cyber security services including penetration testing and mitigation recommendations, operational security analysis, network vulnerability management programs, and mobile device hardening.

Global Guardian provides its clients with comprehensive global aviation support. Its aviation team stands ready to assist clients by meeting their emergency evacuation needs as well as their requirements for traditional and specialized global aviation services.

Global Guardian provides best-in-class travel medical support services. US-based emergency physicians are available to all Global Guardian clients at all times and provide remote tele-medicine evaluation and guidance, coordination of treatment with local in-country medical staff, and oversight of aeromedical evacuation of sick or injured clients when required.

Global Guardian provides its clients with detailed travel intelligence products, real-time security alerts, and highly customized intelligence and due diligence products in support of any unique information requirement. Its staff, comprised of experienced analysts, in-country security teams, and local researchers, produces a wide range of products to support both routine and specialty client needs.

Global Guardian offers the full range of personnel-based security support to its clients. Such support includes secure transportation, security agents, full-scale executive protection (EP) details, and event and facility security management. The company also conducts comprehensive security assessments in support of client facilities and operations globally. All services are fully scalable and customizable to meet client requirements.

Global Guardian provides its clients with travel medical support services. US-based emergency physicians are available to all Global Guardian clients at all times and provide remote tele-medicine evaluation and guidance, coordination of treatment with local in-country medical staff, and oversight of aeromedical evacuation of sick or injured clients when required.

Global Guardian offers cyber security services including penetration testing and mitigation recommendations, operational security analysis, network vulnerability management programs, and mobile device hardening.

Global Guardian Sentry provides video surveillance monitoring solutions. Sentry leverages Global Guardian’s 24-hour Operations Center to monitor customer locations at all times and protect against break-ins, theft, and unauthorized activity. This custom solution provides surveillance monitoring at a fraction of the cost of full-time security guards.
Global Guardian provides state-of-the-art global tracking, active monitoring, and dedicated emergency response services to its clients. Using a suite of special purpose satellite and cellular-enabled beacons and smartphone applications, its staff tracks and monitors travelers anywhere in the world from its 24-hour Operations Center near Washington, D.C. Global Guardian’s in-country security teams are present in over 60 countries and are ready to respond immediately to client emergencies.

Global Guardian’s tracking platforms allow us to precisely locate clients at all times. Unlike traditional itinerary based “tracking” solutions, Global Guardian knows clients’ exact location, not where they are supposed to be based on their travel plans, and provides accurate employee accountability when needed. Clients can also activate a “panic” button on their device to initiate Global Guardian’s response capability, immediately notifying its Operations Center to the presence of an emergency, which in turn can dispatch a local security team to the user’s location.

Global Guardian actively monitors clients as they travel and maintains a close watch on global events. The company’s Operations Center actively helps travelers avoid potential problems by alerting them in real-time to developing safety and security situations.

Global Guardian’s monitoring equipment configuration is tailored to each client’s requirements. Cellular-based tracking devices and Global Guardian’s proprietary smartphone tracking application are recommended for urban areas with reliable cellular coverage. Satellite-enabled systems are used by clients traveling in remote regions without advanced cellular networks or those who seek to have communications and tracking redundancy at all times.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS
Monitoring equipment configuration is tailored to each client’s requirements. Cellular-based tracking devices and Global Guardian’s proprietary smartphone tracking application are recommended for urban areas with reliable cellular coverage. Satellite-enabled systems are used by clients traveling in remote regions without advanced cellular networks or those who seek to have communications and tracking redundancy at all times.

PRECISE LOCATION TRACKING
All of our tracking platforms allow us to precisely locate clients at all times. Unlike traditional itinerary based “tracking” solutions, Global Guardian knows clients’ exact location, not where they are supposed to be based on their travel plans, and provides accurate employee accountability when needed. Clients can also activate a “panic” button on their device to initiate Global Guardian’s response capability, immediately notifying its Operations Center to the presence of an emergency, which in turn can dispatch a local security team to the user’s location.

PROACTIVE MONITORING
Global Guardian actively monitors clients as they travel and maintains a close watch on global events. The company’s Operations Center actively helps travelers avoid potential problems by alerting them in real-time to developing safety and security situations.
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Inevitably, some international travel safety and security problems cannot be predicted or avoided. As such, Global Guardian maintains emergency response teams in over 60 countries. These teams are available 24 hours a day to provide immediate response ensuring clients have access to security assistance when needed.

**REAL-TIME RESPONSIVENESS**

Global Guardian’s Emergency Response teams are notified in advance to the presence of client travelers in their areas, and stand by to respond to a wide range of client needs. From routine travel complexities such as lost passports, motor vehicle accidents and stolen property to true emergency situations including assaults, natural disasters and terrorist attacks, these teams are ready to assist clients when needed.

**CLOSE OPERATIONAL CONTROL**

Global Guardian’s 24-hour Operations Center actively coordinates all emergency response activities from initial notification of an incident to its secure conclusion. The company directs ground security staff throughout an incident, and actively monitors the situation until its safe conclusion.

**GROWING GLOBAL PRESENCE**

Global Guardian’s International Operations Team is continuously expanding the company’s global footprint, with particular emphasis on increasing its emergency response coverage.

**REAL WORLD RESULTS**

Global Guardian has conducted real-world emergency response missions, including responding to recent terrorist attacks and natural disasters. Its Operations and Emergency Response teams have successfully responded to a variety of client emergencies all over the world.
Global Guardian provides a full line of security services across the globe. Global Guardian can meet a wide range of client requirements with top quality services all under the close coordination and control of our 24-hour, US-based Operations Center.

SERVICE OVERVIEW
Global Guardian provides a full line of in-country, personnel-based security services. These services include:
- Secure Car and Driver
- Unarmoured and Armoured Vehicles
- Armed and Unarmed Security Agents
- Comprehensive Executive Protection (EP) Details
- Counter Surveillance Support
- Event Security Planning, Management and Staffing
- Static Guards for Facilities Security
- Domestic & International Physical Security and Vulnerability Assessments
- Domestic and International Investigation and Due Diligence Support

SECURITY & TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY CUSTOMIZED SUPPORT
All of Global Guardian’s security services are fully scalable and tailored to individual client needs. Whether needing a security driver for a single trip or regular executive protection support in multiple countries, Global Guardian will supply the right assets to support client travelers. All in-country Emergency Response teams maintain English speaking staff and possess the regional expertise, cultural knowledge, language skills, and local contacts essential to provide effective security and response services.

CLOSE OPERATIONAL CONTROL
All security services are carefully planned and closely overseen by Global Guardian’s Operations Team. From initial request for service through safe return home, Global Guardian plans, coordinates, monitors, and actively directs support of clients, ensuring a high level of service delivery and the safety and security of each traveler.
Global Guardian offers comprehensive, best-in-class travel medical support and transportation services. Medical problems are an ever-present danger for overseas travelers. Travelers frequently experience medical issues when abroad and often need urgent care. In some cases, hospitalization or medical evacuation is required. Global Guardian ensures that clients are always able to quickly access high-quality medical care globally.

Global Guardian supports its clients with proprietary aeromedical transportation membership plans. Unlike traditional ‘insurance’ programs, these plans are simple to use and are not loaded with exclusions and carve outs. Instead, Global Guardian’s individual, family and corporate programs provide up to 2 no-cost aeromedical transports per year per person. These transports originate from the initial treating hospital, either domestic or foreign, and end at the receiving hospital of client choosing, giving the traveler ultimate decision about how and were they are treated.

Global Guardian provides tailored solutions for any emergency medical situation. The company offers 24-hour remote access to medical advice and evaluation by US-based, board certified emergency attending physicians for clients who experience illness or injury while traveling. These physicians will consult with the patient, diagnose their condition and oversee self care using over the counter or prescription medications. If local treatment is necessary, our doctors will direct patients to vetted local facilities and treatment providers and actively coordinate and manage patient care remotely.

Global Guardian offers travel medical kits customized by traveler. Following a brief medical intake interview, our physicians prescribe a suite of commonly needed travel-centric medications and packages them with a host of over-the-counter medications and first aid supplies into a small and easily accessible travel medical kit. Our physicians are then available at all times to aid travelers in the use of these medications and supplies as needed with the goal of keeping client travelers out of foreign hospitals and allowing them to complete their travel with the least possible disruption from medical issues.
Timely and accurate intelligence about the conditions that personnel will face when traveling overseas is a vital part of a sound security management program. The more specific such intelligence is to the geographical area, people, events, and assets involved, the more useful it is as a basis for anticipating and avoiding potential threats.

Global Guardian recognizes that different members of a client organization consume intelligence in different ways and therefore have different requirements. An executive traveler typically needs a concise, easy to use document that supports his or her specific itinerary. A client security manager or senior executive evaluating the risk profile of a country, on the other hand, requires much more granularity and a different approach to information collection and distribution. By segmenting the consumers of our intelligence products, Global Guardian can provide each the level of detail and type of information they need while avoiding the common practice of overwhelming users with excessive information.

Global Guardian supports client travelers with both a high-level security and safety overview and detailed country and city reporting for each stop on their itinerary to ensure they are prepared to operate safely wherever they travel. Travelers also receive itinerary specific real-time safety and security alerts throughout each travel period.

Global Guardian supports its clients with a unique and innovative travel and business intelligence capability. Anchored by its team of experienced analysts, open source internet and social media data mining capability, local security teams, and in-country researchers, Global Guardian can produce highly customized, current, and client-specific intelligence reports as well as ongoing real-time intelligence monitoring.

Global Guardian’s domestic and international staff conducts a wide range of due diligence and background investigation projects. Such projects include traditional open source research, advanced social media data mining and analysis, and in-person investigative and diligence activities globally.

Global Guardian produces highly customized intelligence and research projects for its clients. Tailored exactly to client request, such projects seek to answer specifics about the countries, regions, cities, or specific neighborhoods that are relevant to client operations. Global Guardian’s analyst staff works with its in-country resources to provide precise and actionable information that can aid in client decision making.
Global Guardian has robust emergency aviation capabilities. Relying on a global network of owned and brokered aircraft, Global Guardian provides options for immediate emergency evacuation of personnel and equipment and complicated non-emergency aviation needs.

For both emergency and routine requirements, Global Guardian’s aviation team provides a range of remote access and rotary wing solutions to get client personnel and equipment in and out of isolated or hard to reach areas around the world.

Global Guardian’s aviation team has access to a wide range of aircraft types and can arrange aviation support to meet any need on short notice. Aircraft are staged across the globe, cutting response and repositioning times and providing clients access to the right assets when needed.

Our expertise in navigating the international permit process paired with our access to an enormous variety of aircraft options allows Global Guardian to move staff and material where they are needed, when they are needed.

Clients requiring traditional cargo transport support and heavy lift aviation capability can rely on Global Guardian to provide tailored and cost-effective solutions on any timeline. Following conflict or natural disaster, Global Guardian assists clients in moving personnel, equipment, and supplies in or out of areas in need.

**CHARTER & EMERGENCY EVACUATION**

**REMOTE ACCESS & ROTARY WING**

**CARGO, HEAVY LIFT & RELIEF**

**EMERGENCY & CUSTOM AVIATION**
Global Guardian’s cyber team provides both traditional protective cyber security solutions and reactive emergency response capabilities to address known or suspected security breaches.

**Penetration Testing**
Global Guardian provides penetration testing and has the skills, knowledge, and industry experience to test client information security end-to-end. Its cyber security team provides assessment services for external and internal network security testing, web and mobile applications, and wireless networks. All penetration testing can also be supported by physical security assessments of client facilities.

**Operational Security**
Operational Security is a vital component of IT security. Without it, technology implementations and security measures will not succeed in protecting information. Global Guardian helps its clients implement proper operational security procedures and acquire the knowledge and tools to proactively maintain and protect their networks.

**Vulnerability Management**
Many recent information security breaches resulted from exploitation of known vulnerabilities for which there are proven mitigations. Global Guardian can work with organization to manage these vulnerabilities and help avoid problems before they arise. Global Guardian also provides IT purchasing management system consultation, a process that routinely leads to long-term cost savings by limiting unnecessary equipment replacement and software upgrades.

**Device Hardening**
Global Guardian assists clients in the hardening of their employees’ phones, tablets, and laptop computers for international travel. Doing so protects against unwanted intrusion and data compromise if devices are lost, stolen, or deliberately targeted, and helps clients protect their proprietary and personal information.

**Penetration Testing**
**Operational Security**
**Vulnerability Management**
**Device Hardening**
Global Guardian Sentry provides best-in-class video surveillance monitoring solutions. Working from its 24-hour Operations Center near Washington, D.C., Sentry’s highly trained staff monitors customer locations in real-time using industry-leading surveillance technology to prevent break-ins, theft, or unauthorized activity at client locations.

Sentry provides a less expensive and more reliable solution than security guards. Sentry’s team of trained Surveillance Professionals can design a package that provides full video surveillance monitoring 24 hours a day for as low as 20% of the cost of a full-time security guard.

Sentry utilizes best-in-class camera technology and video analytics to secure your property and assets. Sentry’s team of Security Professionals works with clients to design a high-tech, custom tailored solution that is fully integrated with Sentry’s 24-hour Operations Center. The software is highly interactive, allowing Sentry and its clients the ability to set various event triggers to be recognized and highlighted by the cameras as potential threats, further enhancing the capabilities of Sentry’s Surveillance Professionals.

Global Guardian Sentry’s 24-hour team eliminates the need for on-site security guards and passive alarm systems. Sentry’s 24-hour Operations Center guarantees that your business or home will be monitored at all times and protected against break-ins, theft, and unauthorized activity. Within seconds of identifying intruders or unauthorized activity, Sentry can initiate audible alarms with strobes, utilize on-site speakers to warn intruders, contact client representatives or alert local authorities.

A RELIABLE, COST EFFICIENT & TURN-KEY SOLUTION

Sentry provides a less expensive and more reliable solution than security guards. Sentry’s team of trained Surveillance Professionals can design a package that provides full video surveillance monitoring 24 hours a day for as low as 20% of the cost of a full-time security guard.
EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT TEAM

Global Guardian is an established provider of integrated global security solutions for organizations, individuals, and families.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Led by a former US Army Special Forces Colonel, Global Guardian’s management team is comprised of former military Special Operations and federal law enforcement personnel, all of whom have extensive experience in security operations. Headquartered near Washington, D.C., Global Guardian maintains a state-of-the-art 24-hour Operations Center staffed by highly trained security professionals and intelligence analysts who support Global Guardian clients around the world.
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SAUDI ARABIA: SECURITY SUPPORT

- Global Guardian assisted client in completing facility and lodging compound security assessments.
- Worked with in-country security team to develop Saudi Arabia specific travel safety policy and relocation/evacuation plans for all client employees.
- Continue to provide ongoing global tracking support for all in-country staff and episodic travelers.
- Regularly supply executive protection services for client travelers throughout the country.

MEXICO: EMERGENCY EVACUATION

- Client stranded by Hurricane Odile in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico in September 2014. Airport was closed by the Mexican Government to all but Mexican registered aircraft carrying humanitarian relief supplies.
- Global Guardian sourced executive aircraft operated by Mexican registered companies and carrying Mexican tail numbers.
- Aircraft were loaded with food, water and medical supplies.
- Simultaneously, Global Guardian’s local security teams located and secured clients and escorted them to the airport.
- Aircraft flew in, offloaded supplies as directed by military forces and evacuated clients to the U.S.

FRANCE: EMERGENCY RESPONSE

- Clients sheltering in place at a local café following the terrorist attacks of November 2015.
- Clients contacted the Operations Center through the Global Guardian tracking application to report that they were sheltering at a café within a few blocks of one of the attack sites.
- Global Guardian dispatched a security agent by vehicle to the vicinity of the clients location, then guided the agent on foot through road closures and police activity to the client’s exact location.
- Secured clients within 30 minutes of the initial notification.
- Safely relocated the clients to their hotel.

RUSSIA: EXECUTIVE PROTECTION

- Fortune 100 Company CEO and other senior staff needed to travel to Moscow for high-level meetings.
- Coordinated a security advance between client security team and Global Guardian’s team in Moscow.
- Provided English speaking security agents for duration of visit.
- Provided armoured SUVs and security-trained drivers for all movements.
- Seamlessly integrated client security staff with local security team for a safe visit that was transparent to the traveling executives.
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Real World Studies of Security Situations
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SAUDI ARABIA
- Client with a new Saudi Arabia based contract needed assistance in developing comprehensive countrywide security plan for a large expatriate population.
- Global Guardian assisted client in completing facility and lodging compound security assessments.
- Worked with in-country security team to develop Saudi Arabia specific travel safety policy and relocation/evacuation plans for all client employees.
- Continue to provide ongoing global tracking support for all in-country staff and episodic travelers.
- Regularly supply executive protection services for client travelers throughout the country.
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GLOBAL GUARDIAN SUPPORT
GLOBAL GUARDIAN

CONTACT INFORMATION

Global Guardian’s dedicated team of highly experienced professionals is on hand 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. For additional information, please contact Global Guardian at the following:

Global Guardian
8280 Greensboro Drive
Suite 100
McLean, VA 22102

PHONE: 703-566-9481

EMAIL: info@globalguardian.com

DIVERSE CLIENT BASE

Global Guardian supports a diverse client base, each with a unique set of needs. As such, Global Guardian provides its comprehensive service offering to clients in a highly customized manner. The objective is to meet each client’s specific safety and security objectives and do so in a way that will integrate successfully into each client’s corporate culture.

CLIENTS SERVED

Global Guardian’s experience in supporting a wide range of industry types gives the company unique perspective and effectiveness when helping clients design and implement safety and security programs. Global Guardian also supports individuals and families, both domestically and as they travel and live overseas.

Industries supported:

- Energy
- Technology
- Law
- Financial Services
- Retail
- Consumer Products
- Defense
- Non-Profits
- Manufacturing
- Entertainment & Media
- Educational Institutions
- Individuals & Families
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